KISS OF LIFE

Artificial intelligence opens up new opportunities for prevention, diagnostics and therapy
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Kontron’s powerful rackmount server KISS V3 4U SKX supports medical industry's growing AI applications requirements.

The healthcare market is changing rapidly. Driven by the unprecedented connectivity and scalability of the Internet of Things (IoT), the possibilities are moving well beyond relatively straightforward data collection to enabling real-time, intelligent applications, adding practical value to patient care while also reducing costs. Mining and analysing big data far faster and more efficiently than before is bringing great advances, from timely diagnosis of diseases and treatment advice, to drug discovery.

Key to all of this is Artificial Intelligence (AI). Its potential in medicine is now considerable and already making an impact on traditional medical imaging techniques when it comes to data analysis and computer-aided diagnostics. It has the potential to touch almost everything, from tomography (MRT, CRT) systems to ultrasound and diagnostic devices, as well as mobile and ultra-mobile devices for use in diagnostics and care.

A major advantage compared to the human approach, the AI algorithms used in diagnostics can achieve results in a fraction of a second rather than hours or days, and shared very cost-effectively - anywhere in the world. Many areas of medicine including radiology, cardiology and orthopaedics can potentially benefit. In radiology, for example, x-ray images can be stored in ways that aid more precise and rapid diagnoses. With the help of AI, the error rate of diagnoses can also be significantly reduced, for example, in identifying skin and breast cancer.
NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR PREVENTION, DIAGNOSTICS AND THERAPY

Currently, the most popular AI techniques applied are machine learning and deep learning which use neuronal networks to analyse data sets and learn from it to make specific predictions about patient healthcare concerning various medical conditions such as different types of cancer, kidney disease, cardio-vascular, and dementia. Deep learning, especially, has a kind of ‘sixth sense’ that can make predictions from discovery of data patterns that human’s might overlook. What is known as Predictive Analytics & Therapy is therefore already on the rise thanks to the use of powerful, sophisticated and some cases, self-learning algorithms. However, it doesn’t stop there. AI is in use also in healthcare infrastructure for capturing, analysing, storing and sharing data. Education and research is a further beneficiary.

But this is just the beginning. Increasingly sophisticated AI systems will involve the combination of multiple data sources including CT, MRI, genomics and proteomics, patient data - even handwritten files - to evaluate the presence of a disease and its treatment, even prevention. The more medical data becomes available for analysis and unification, the better AI will become at supporting medical professionals when undertaking complex analytical tasks.

It will also enable patients to receive medical advice via mobile applications at home. With the almost infinite numbers of variables involved, machine learning will deliver the powerful, high speed analytics necessary, presenting data and characteristics to show how well a patient is likely to respond using a particular type of treatment.

Also with regard to economic efficiency in the medical profession AI-enabled developments are welcome, not least due to increasing budget pressures, lack of time available, and ongoing skills shortages. Market forecasts appear to support this optimism: Frost & Sullivan expect the global market for AI applications in the healthcare sector to grow at 40 percent annually and by 2021 be worth around $ 6.7 billion. PWC market research has shown potential AI-enabled cost savings within ten years, predicting billions of euros savings in areas such as child obesity through more efficient analysis of typical risk factors; dementia by earlier and more accurate warning signs; and breast cancer through faster, more accurate findings.

HIGH REQUIREMENTS FOR MEDICAL SYSTEMS

The overall requirements for planning and implementing medical systems are extensive and often arduous. There are significant challenges involved when considering the capital, personnel, and organizational issues. Further-
on programmable graphics processing units (GPUs), e.g. by NVIDIA, reducing the neural network system learning time from weeks to a matter of hours. In turn, this has facilitated increasingly sophisticated neural networks with powerful image classification and speech recognition capabilities.

**POWERFUL AND RELIABLE SERVER SOLUTION FOR AI IN HEALTHCARE**

Responding to the compute challenges and massive potential of AI in healthcare, Kontron has recently introduced its most powerful KISS rackmount server KISS V3 4U SKX yet. It features Dual Intel® Xeon® SP series processors, allowing real-time compute-intensive processes for analysing large amounts of data. Up to three double width high-end GPU cards (e.g. NVIDIA® TESLA® V100, NVIDIA® T-4 GPU) ensure extremely high GPU performance, and for extended storage, up to eight 2.5" storage trays can be installed.

The robust high-performance KISS 4U V3 SKX rackmount server with its industrial grade design can also be used as a workstation (tower version) or desktop and is ideally suited for demanding medical applications. Like the company’s other KISS server platforms, the powerful KISS 4U V3 SKX is based on industry standard components for enabling ease of configuration and ease of maintenance. The flexible, modular design also allows easy adaptation to customer-specific requirements.

The new server is particularly suitable for demanding applications such as high-end image processing, AI and machine learning. Crucially, it can be used for 24/7 operation at consistently low noise levels (~35dBA), demonstrating its reliability and qualifying it for operation in noise-sensitive areas in close proximity to people, i.e. patients. Long term availability and high security are guaranteed. The consistent use of components with long-term availability (5+ years) ensures systems are well-suited to meet the medical industry’s needs for longevity.

The KISS Rackmount Systems optionally support TPM V2.0 encryption for secure cloud connection as well as the Kontron APPROTECT security solution. The integrated security chip from Wibu-Systems in conjunction with a suitable software framework protects IP rights and provides copy and reverse engineering protection. Kontron APPROTECT Licensing also enables new business models such as “pay per use”, demo versions for limited time periods, or activation/deactivation functions.
PARTNER WITH EXPERTISE
Over the years, Kontron’s rackmount server systems, PCs and embedded modules have proved popular choices among medical systems OEMs. As an experienced partner, Kontron offers application ready platforms and value added services for helping customers create sustainable and viable medical solutions. The company’s products are found throughout the medical industry for enabling diagnostics, therapy, patient monitoring, home healthcare as well as clinical IT.

AT A GLANCE
- High computing power with Dual Intel® Xeon® SP processors for real-time analysis
- Installation of up to 3 double width high-end GPU cards for training algorithms or inference (e.g. NVIDIA® TESLA® V100, NVIDIA® T-4 GPU)
- Extended storage possibilities with up to 8 x 2.5” storage trays
- NVMe interface for connecting SSDs via PCIe
- Supports Intel® Rapid Technology enterprise Option RAID 0/1/10/5
- Remote Management by AST2500 BMC module
- Low noise design
- Modular system concept for simple and fast adaptation
- High security and reliability
- Long-term availability (5+ years)

For more information about Kontron’s KISS rackmount server solutions please visit Kontron: https://www.kontron.com/products/systems/rack-mount-systems
About Kontron – Member of the S&T Group

Kontron is a global leader in IoT/Embedded Computing Technology (ECT). As a part of technology group S&T, Kontron, together with its sister company S&T Technologies, offers a combined portfolio of secure hardware, middleware and services for Internet of Things (IoT) and Industry 4.0 applications. With its standard products and tailor-made solutions based on highly reliable state-of-the-art embedded technologies, Kontron provides secure and innovative applications for a variety of industries. As a result, customers benefit from accelerated time-to-market, reduced total cost of ownership, product longevity and the best fully integrated applications overall.

For more information, please visit: www.kontron.com

About the Intel® Internet of Things Solutions Alliance

From modular components to market-ready systems, Intel and the 400+ global member companies of the Intel® Internet of Things Solutions Alliance provide scalable, interoperable solutions that accelerate deployment of intelligent devices and end-to-end analytics. Close collaboration with Intel and each other enables Alliance members to innovate with the latest IoT technologies, helping developers deliver first-in-market solutions.

Intel and Atom are registered trademarks of Intel Corporation in the U.S. and other countries.
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